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“Open source” has been a buzzword in the tech community for decades. The term �rst

became popular with software in the 1970s, when operating systems were incompatible

and early programming suffered when older systems were replaced (see Richard M.

Stallman’s (2002) work on free software). However, there has always been ambiguity and

speculation about what exactly “open source” means, a debate that recently reopened

when Elon Musk sued Open AI in March for reneging on its mission to be open source

(Gent, 2024). In this article, we offer a de�nition of open source AI and a framework for

understanding the ambiguities of the term and offer recommendations for the safe and

ef�cient use of open source AI. 

Understanding open source AI
Open source AI refers to a combination of what is free in terms of resources of the AI model

(API, code, data, hardware, IP), processes (development, testing, feedback, patching), or

effects (knowledge, education, products). In general, open-source AI involves the

algorithms, code, and data used for training an AI model being made publicly available.

The goal in doing so is often to foster collaboration and allow for users, developers, and

researchers to build upon and improve the AI model in question (Shrestha et al., 2023).

Open source AI is thus a deliberate strategy regarding the access and usage terms of the AI

at hand (Fukawa et al., 2021).

Our framework posits that open source AI is not limited to software but can include

combinations of software, hardware, data, or knowledge (see Figure 1). It is crucial to note

that some projects claim to be “open source” when they only release the neural network

model’s weights (its pre-trained parameters) while not providing other elements, such as

the original dataset or training code (Ramlochan, 2023). Non-pro�ts have worked on

developing projects that fully open up the AI model training process, such as the Allen

Institute for AI’s (2024) Open Language Model OLMo. 

Even with truly open source software, misconceptions arise. The term does not mean the

software is freely available, i.e., the source code (the parts of software copied on

computer/device), the code behind this, or the kernel (the part of the software that ties the

entire system together) may not be free. In many cases, this misunderstanding is creating

https://allenai.org/olmo


confusion about the actual transparency of AI companies and their altruism (Liesenfeld &

Dingemanse, 2024). For example, software that is not free in terms of money but free in

terms of usage could be considered open source. For example, Red Hat Software Inc., a

publicly traded company, sells subscriptions for Linux-based products, considering that

Linux is an open source free software. 

Figure 1: Open source AI in terms of hardware, software, data, and knowledge

Open source AI can allow you to study, use, access, copy/make, modify, distribute, and

collaborate, sometimes with strings attached – like a licensing fee, copyright distribution

terms, fees for tech support, or other hidden fees (like data storage and access fees once

you move to larger data volumes). 

https://www.redhat.com/en


Figure 2: The Open Source Spectrum



Using open source AI safely and ef�ciently
When you choose open source AI projects—for transparency, research collaboration or

commercialization—read the �ne print. Firstly, investigate who the owner of the project is.

The owners of many open source AI projects have a poor track record of keeping promises.

When the upkeep of the project becomes expensive, many owners also restrict new model

upgrades using a fee structure. It is also crucial to look at how active the community is

around the open source project. Are they a dying breed, or are they growing and keeping

an eye on each other? 

For safety reasons, parts of open source AI code are proprietary. You need to understand

the implications of this, especially if you are going to use open source AI as part of a

professional or business venture. Software support will also be needed down the line for

functioning and cybersecurity. Open source AI can, for example, be embedded with

malicious code (see Harush, 2023). If you do not have the necessary cybersecurity

expertise yourself, be sure you know how to get it and if you will have to pay for it. If you

are building on top of an open source project and planning to commercialize, consider the

risks if the project gets corrupted or shifts – how will it impact the functioning of your

business? Often, open source means you should also open source derivatives of the project

unless you state it speci�cally, so always read the open source license terms.

Open source AI is often presented as a way to democratize AI development and training.

However, open source AI has the same ambiguities and poses the same risks as any other

tech trend. Taking the time to understand the variety of open source AI projects out there,

how they approach the concept of open source in terms of hardware, software, data, and

knowledge, and how to use them safely and ef�ciently is crucial in order to reap the

bene�ts of this tech while effectively mitigating its risks. 
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